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Abstract
Nowadays, tracking devices are small and cheap. For analysis tasks, there is no problem to obtain sufficient
amounts of data. The challenge is how to make sense of the data, which often contain complex situations. Mul-
tiple data sources related to time, space, and other dimensions, with different resolution and notation have to be
mapped. Visual approaches often cover an analysis loop that starts right after the preprocessing. In this paper,
we contribute methods to explicitly integrate data preprocessing and orchestration into the visual analysis loop.
Subsequently, the big picture can be explored in detail and hypotheses can be created, refined, and validated. We
showcase our approach with multiple heterogeneous datasets from the VAST Challenge 2014.

Categories and Subject Descriptors : H.5.2 [Information Interfaces and Presentation]: User Interfaces—GUI;

1. Introduction

Object tracking in time and space is a commodity. Track-
ing devices get cheaper and smaller and their precision in-
creases. Also, sufficient data storage is available. According
to SCI Utah, disk storage has been ahead of digital data vol-
umes since 2001 [Joh11]. An ongoing challenge, however,
is the sensemaking process that leads from raw data to in-
sights, as addressed by Pirolli and Card [PC05]. Visual An-
alytics (VA) aims to support this process [SSS∗14] by com-
bining analytical reasoning with interactive visual interfaces
[TC05]. Nevertheless, creating suitable visualizations is of-
ten a chicken-and-egg problem. On the one hand, without
knowing the major data structure and properties, it is hard to
find suitable visual representations, as demonstrated by Pre-
torius & Wijk [Pv09]. On the other hand, without suitable
representations it is hard to get a first impression of the data.
It becomes even more challenging when information is dis-
tributed over multiple data sources [NH02,HS98,HS95]. De-
pending on the tracking hardware capabilities, tracking pur-
pose, and task, data is recorded with different resolution in
time and space. For example, for one dataset the temporal in-
formation has a high resolution, covering even milliseconds,
while others include logs on a daily basis. This is known as
the semantic integration problem [BCVB01, DH05]. Hence,
analysts have to deal with inaccuracies which hamper an au-

tomatic alignment of data [RH01]. The integration of pre-
processing tasks, such as cleaning and orchestration into
the VA loop, however, has been poorly addressed so far. In
this paper, we propose a novel semi-automated process, that
lets analysts configure and revise automated decisions and
bring in domain knowledge (see Figure 1). The remainder of
this paper is structured according to this process and show-
cases its implementation (see Figure 2, 3) and applicabil-
ity with an intelligence scenario from the VAST Challenge
2014 [vas14], containing multiple heterogeneous datasets.

Stepwise Analysis Process 

1. Inspection  
& Cleaning 

2. Orchestration 3. Exploration 4. Hypotheses  
Creation & Validation 

Figure 1: À Inspect domain unspecific data characteristics
/ data cleaning & prefiltering; Á Map the data sources in
domain specific views; Â Explore details with various visu-
alization; Ã Externalize findings, refine, validate.

2. The VAST Challenge Data

The VAST Challenge [SWPG12] is an annual competition.
Every year, a synthetic dataset is given that contains vari-
ous patterns to be found by means of VA. In Mini Challenge
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Figure 2: The analysis system - a© Map Overlays on/off; b© Geographic Map View - animated movements (green) and
trajectories (red); c© Annotations - define and extract areas of interests; d© TrajectoryLenses - filter trajectories by ori-
gin/destination/way; e© Sequence View - timeline of AOI movement sequences per employee; f© N-Gram Sequence Filter -
detects frequent and outlier patterns on a per user basis; g© Pattern Query Tool - externalize knowledge, refine hypotheses and
query the data
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Figure 3: In the VAST Challenge – MC 2, 2014 heteroge-
neous datasets with different resolutions had to be aligned.

2 (MC2) in 2014, the fictitious story takes place in the city
Abila on the island Kronos in the Mediterranean sea, where
employees of a company named GAStech were kidnapped.
Participants had to provide digital forensic tools to analyze
the situation and detect daily routines but also suspicious be-
havior. The data covers a time range of two weeks prior to
the kidnapping, and consists of multiple heterogeneous data
sources about the employees and GPS tracks of their com-
pany cars. Additionally, information on transactions with
credit and loyalty cards were available at different tempo-
ral resolutions. Lastly, besides a detailed road network, an
image of a tourist map provided the main points of interest
(POIs) and the main roads between them. Figure 3 provides
an overview of the heterogeneous datasets and shows how
they relate to each other.

3. Inspection of Unknown Data Structures

At the beginning of an analysis often little to nothing is
known about the data characteristics. Hence, before suit-

able analysis tools can be chosen it is essential to get a first
overview of the available data, its features, and its quality
level (granularity, completeness, errors). To show plain and
unfiltered but structured data, tables are generally an appro-
priate instrument [RC94, SBB96]. We apply multiple linked
table views, as proposed by Tweedie et al. [TSWB94] for
interactive exploration. Even without any knowledge about
the data domain, we can calculate basic statistics such as
mean and deviation for some of the data features. We repre-
sent them using visual primitives, which depend on the value
scales (e.g. nominal, metric) of the feature.

For the challenge data we show an overview containing all
employees, their transactions, and according POIs (see Fig-
ure 4a). The background color varies depending on the devi-
ation from the average expenses at the location. Entries with
a high similarity are automatically merged and shown as one
entry. Additional tables contain locations where transactions
occurred (see Figure 4b) and employees that performed the
transactions (c). When a field is highlighted, more detailed
information is shown below the entry (d). Comparable to the
approach of small multiples [Tuf91] we show multiple small
scatter plots to indicate the data distribution. This way it is
easy to check a seemingly suspicious transaction. Figure 4a
shows a very high transaction of $ 10,000 at a car supply
shop (highlighted in blue). This is uncommon for both the
location (b) as well as the person involved, since there are
no other outliers in the detailed view (d). Lastly, the tool
supports cleaning and filtering by various characteristics of
the meta data in an easy and fast manner. For example, one
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Figure 4: Inspection & Cleaning - Table a© shows initially
available data (here transactions), b© shows locations and
c©/ d© persons. Color indicates deviation from the average

expense at a location (more intense red⇔ higher deviation).

can filter by means of deviating values and by transactional
mapping (credit and loyalty card data).

4. Orchestration of Spatial and Temporal Data

Table views, as presented in Section 3, provide basic meth-
ods for a first inspection, inpedendent from the data domain.
Using this knowledge, we can then create and apply more
specific visualizations, as done by Bernard et al. [BRG∗12]
who presented interactive preprocessing by domain experts
guidance tailored to time series data. For spatio-temporal
data we can use maps and timelines to visually support the
preprocessing, especially data orchestration (see Figure 1,
step 2). Each dataset provides another piece of the puzzle
and only with all pieces in place, one can uncover the big
picture, in our case, suspicious behavior patterns prior to
the kidnapping. We propose the following stepwise semi-
automated mapping that further aligns the data (see Figure 3)
on mutual aspects such as time and position.

4.1. Map Alignment

POIs support the semantic understanding of movement rea-
sons [PSR∗13]. In the challenge, POI information is partly
provided with a comic-like image of a tourist map of the city,
which contains only imprecise location information. How-
ever, when combined with road and coordinate information,
it can become very useful (see Figure 2b). In our system, the

Figure 5: Images (here a tourist map) can be loaded as map
overlays and can be aligned to the underlying structure us-
ing translation & scaling.

analyst can load images as a semi-transparent overlay and
use translation and scaling features to adjust the data sources
as shown in Figure 5. Finally, POI information is shown at
the correct position.

4.2. Map Annotation

Map annotations are a powerful and often used technique to
enable a semantic analysis [Kli08]. Our system provides an
annotation tool, e.g., to define AOIs (areas of interest) based
on the information found in the image-based POI tourist
map. Polygons can be interactively placed on the map to
cover such AOIs, as can be seen in Figure 6, step 1. The
analyst can assign various features to these polygons, such
as categories (e.g. work or private) and places names (2).
AOI colors can be assigned based on these features and will
be used accordingly in other views.

1 2 3 

4 

Figure 6: Annotation Process - À With a polygon tool an
AOI can be created; Á The AOI can be annotated with name
and category, e.g. GAStech; Â Movements are enriched and
colored based on their destination (here GAStech); Ã All
AOIs are annotated / all movements enriched.

4.3. Extraction

Complementary to the user-based annotation, frequently vis-
ited places can also be extracted automatically. The algo-
rithm iterates over the transaction data and maps the loca-
tions covered in the billings to the employees’ trip desti-
nation, according to common time intervals. This reveals
additional AOIs that are not appearing in the tourist map.
However, in addition to the aforementioned varying data res-
olution, employees might travel without using the rented
cars, may pay cash, or give their cards to others. Thus,
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the automated extraction does not always work perfectly
[KTE14, FCRS13]. The analyst can thus revise extracted in-
formation with the annotation tool again. For example, one
might enlarge or shrink the registered area, assign a location
category or delete erroneously extracted AOIs.

4.4. Movement Enrichment

After spatial areas have been annotated with semantically
interpretable categories, labels, and colors (see Section 4.2),
the system automatically enriches all trajectories (trips with
the company cars) according to their destinations (visited
AOIs). Hence, high resolution spatio-temporal movement
information is transformed into low resolution event se-
quences, where an event is a particular stay at a particular
AOI. Finally, the event sequences are then visualized in the
Sequence View (Figure 2e), where each row represents an
employee’s behavior over time. In Figure 6, steps 1 & 2, the
black color refers to unknown events. After the enrichment,
they are automatically colored (steps 3 & 4) according to
the visited AOI (e.g., GAStech, Airport, or Harbor) and AOI
category (factory, restaurant, etc.).

5. Exploration

The exploration process (see Figure 1, step 3) highly de-
pends on the previous inspection, cleaning, and alignment
steps [KMS∗08]. The more appropriate these tasks were
done, the less uncertainties and inaccuracies will hinder the
analysis.

The analyst might start the exploration by replaying the
movements at different speeds, and jump to specific times
(see Figure 2e). This reveals that during night time nearly
all cars are parked in the north-east city area—the employ-
ees homes. To automatically detect such daily routines we
also integrated an n-gram filter (see Figure 2f) that, contrary
to common sequence mining algorithms [ME10], works on
a per-user basis. The filter needs to be configured with two
thresholds: (1) the minimal length n of a subsequence to be
found, and (2) its minimal number of occurrences in the em-
ployee’s full event sequence. Results are shown in the Se-
quence View (see Figure 2e). Thereafter, we employ Trajec-
toryLenses [KTW∗13] as a powerful mechanism to further
query the movements based on their origins and destinations
while obtaining immediate feedback in the map (2d). For ex-
ample, inspecting trips from the city airport one can clearly
see the arrival of the GAStech CEO a few days prior to the
kidnapping.

6. Hypothesis Creation & Validation

After the analyst has explored the data in time and space, she
may has created various hypotheses (see Figure 1, step 4).
These hypotheses can now be expressed and refined with the
the Pattern Query Tool (see 2g). Its visual query language al-
lows to define and query event sequence patterns and narrow
the results with various restrictions (e.g. on an employee, the

time, or location). While a variety of approaches for finding
event sequences have been proposed [WPTMS12,FKSS06],
they do not focus on parallel and overlapping event se-
quences of several actors. For instance, ActiviTree [VJC09]
finds similarities in event sequences of different users, but
does not establish relationships between the actual events.

Any actual sequences of events matching the hypothe-
sized event pattern can be automatically detected and listed
in the Sequence View (Figure 2e). Based on this filtered list
of events, it is possible to iteratively refine the hypotheses.
In the example shown in Figure 7, the event query pattern
describes any situation in which the CEO of GAStech, iden-
tified by his name Sanjorge, meets another person at a place
outside of the GAStech building. By applying this filter, it
becomes apparent that various persons met Mr. Sanjorge
during his stay, including a meeting with other executives
at the weekend, at the golf course.

The pattern depicted in Figure 2g filters any occurrences
of a common daily routine, i.e. coffee I work I lunch I
work I home. The query matches the daily routines of al-
most all employees. Likewise, the inverse results reveal any
divergent behavior, which might be suspicious. For example,
employees who barely take a lunch break or stay at work un-
til late at night can be recognized.

Figure 7: The event sequence pattern (top) filters for events
where GAStech’s CEO (Sanjorge) meets somebody else out-
side the company building of GAStech. The sequence view
(bottom) visualizes the results, revealing that the CEO meets
people at restaurants (cyan) and at the golf course (green).

7. Conclusion and Future Work

We presented analysis approaches for heterogeneous spatio-
temporal data sources. In comparison to state-of-the-art so-
lutions, our tools visually support the analyst not only in
the exploration and sensemaking process, but also during the
first data inspection, pre-filtering, and orchestration. We pro-
posed a semi-automated approach that becomes extremely
helpful when the mapping features are imprecise.While we
presented the approach with the challenge data, we are con-
fident that the developed ideas are suitable to other domains
and tasks. For example, the AOI annotation & extraction
techniques could be helpful for urban planning and eye-
tracking evaluation tasks, to support semantic analysis. In
the future, we want to apply our methods to real world data
and extend the evaluation with a user study.
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